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The question: Arthas: Rise of the Lich King: Christie Goldent: 10.5 - 17 pounds, 2010: 416, 10.5 and 17 pounds Frostmourne.It was caught in a steamy, uneven piece of ice, running along the length of the blade, glowing cool blue. Beneath it was some dais, standing on a large gently raised mound, which was covered with dust of snow. The soft light, and
from somewhere high above where the cave was open to daylight, shone down on the runeblade. The ice prison hid some details of the shape and shape of the sword, exaggerated others. It was uncovered and hidden at the same time, and all the more tempting as a new lover imperfectly glimpsed through a bright curtain. Arthas knew the blade - it was a
sword he had seen in his dream when he first arrived. The sword, which did not kill the Invincible, but which returned it, healed and healthy. At the time, he thought it was a good omen, but now he realized that it was a real sign. That was what he came to find. This sword will change everything. Arthas stared intently at him, his hands almost physically sore to
grab him, fingers to wrap himself around the handle, hands to feel the weapon swinging smoothly in a blow that would end Mal'Ganis, the end of the torment he visited on the people of Lordaeron, the end of this thirst for revenge. Drawn, he stepped forward. The supernatural elementary spirit drew its ice sword. Turn away before it's too late, it's vents. His evil
is a legend. Lord of the Undead Scourge, owner of the runeblade Frostmourne, and the enemy of the free peoples of Azeroth. The Lich King is the essence of incalculable power and unprecedented malice - his icy soul, completely absorbed in his plans to destroy his life on... WORLD WARCRAFT But that wasn't always the case. Long before his soul was
merged with the ok shaman Ner'zhul, the lich king was Arthas Menethil, Crown Prince of Lordaeron and faithful paladin of the Silver Hand.When the plague of the undead threatened everything he loved, Arthas was banished to continue the ill-fated search runeblade powerful enough to save his homeland. However, the object of his search will take a high
price from his new master, starting a terrifying descent into the curse. Arthas's path will lead him through the Arctic northern waste to the Frozen Throne, where he will finally face the darkest fates. This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged
and removed. Find sources: World of Warcraft: Arthas: Rise of the Lich King - JSTOR Book Newspaper News (March 2015) how and when to remove this template message) Arthas: Rise of the Lich King AuthorChristie GoldenCover artistLenn RaneCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesWarcraft UniverseGenreFantasy novelOpublischerPocket
BooksPublication Date April 21, 2009Media typePrint (hardcover)Pages312 ppISBN1-4165-5077-1Signed Night of the Dragon After What Shattering: Prelude to Cataclysm Arthas: Rise of the Lich King is the Warcraft novel by Christy Golden, who is the author of several Star Trek and other Warcraft novels. The novel, dedicated to arthas's progression from
Prince to Lich King, was released on April 21, 2009. The plot summary of the book is set over a long period, and has many duplicate scenes from other works, including Tides of Darkness, Beyond the Dark Portal, Dragon Day, Reign of Chaos, Frozen Throne and The Wrath of the Lich King. However, while the scenes themselves remain the same, they are
tested from an alternative perspective. The story begins with Arthas at the age of nine, between the First and Second World Wars, with Anunin Lothar and Varian Rinne first arriving in the capital with news of the fall of Stormwind. Arthas and Varian play together, although while Varian has been trained to fight since childhood, Arthas was protected from such
teachings by his father. However, when Muradin the Bronzebearer came across Artas, battling imaginary orcs, while the Alliance forces were battling the Horde on Dranor, Muradin volunteers to train him. Arthas was later embroiled in a attempt by Ela Prestor to marry Kalia Menethil. The love triangle between Artas, Jaina Proudmoor and Kael'thas Sunstrider
develops through the plot, Arthas and Jaina take part in the noblegarden celebrations, the Summer Fire Festival, Hallow's End and the Winter Veil Holiday Together. Later, when Arthas begins to take on the duties of prince, he visits Durnhold Storage, seeing Thrall fighting other enemies in the gladiator arena. Kel'Thalas visit and the high elven culture is
depicted. Eventually, he was introduced as a knight of the Silver Hand in the Cathedral of Light. Eventually the Third War begins. The story covers Arthas and Jaina meeting Kel'Thuzad, Arthas calling Uther a traitor and dismissing him and the Knights of the Silver Hand from service for their refusal to help in culling Stratholme. Over time, Artas' quest for
revenge leads him to Frostmorn, the (obvious) demise of Mal'Ganis, and the moments leading to king Terenas' assassination and after him. The storyline continues after that, to Jane and Egwinn in Tjoramore. Numerous scenes from the Lich King's Wrath included along with a cameo tuskarr and taunka. Arthas reached number 16 on the New York Times
bestseller list on May 10, 2009. See also a list of novels based on video games Links to Best Sellers: Fiction: Sunday, May 10, 2009. New York May 10, 2009. Retrieved 2015-03-16. External links Arthas: Rise of the Lich King on Wowpedia, a Warcraft wiki Review: World of Warcraft: Arthas, Rise of the Lich King. Blizzplanet. Accessed on 2009-02-23 This
Warcraft-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article about a 2000s fantasy novel is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vteSee guidelines for writing about novels. Further suggestions might be found on the article's talk page. Retrieved from Arthas: The Ascent of the Lichangell King. World of Warcraft: Arthas:
Rise of the Lich King Author Christian Golden's Genre Fantasy Language Original English Original published April 21, 2009 Translator Dmitry Starkov Series WarCraft Publisher ACT Issue 2019 Pages 416 Carrier Paper ISBN 978-978-978-9 This article lacks references to sources of information. This mark was set for August 16, 2016. Artas: The Rise of the
Lich King is a fantasy novel by Christie Golden, a fantasy novel by Christie Golden. She has also previously written the novels Warcraft: The Lord of the Clan and World of Warcraft: Beyond the Dark Portal. The novels take place in the Universe of Warcraft created by Blizzard Entertainment. The plot of the book tells the story of Arthas Menetil - the son and
heir of Terenas Menethil, King Lordaeron. About a man with whom fate has treated very cruelly. For the sake of saving his people, he voluntarily gave his soul into the hands of darkness and turned into a monster. Part of the story tells the story of the prince's childhood and youth. About how he was to the Order of the Silver Hand, and his connection to the
sorceress Jaina Proudmoore. The rest is an interpretation of the events of WarCraft III: Reign of Chaos and WarCraft III: The Frozen Throne. Links //www.openlettersmonthly.com/book-review-arthas-rise-lich-king-christie-golden/ //ferretbrain.com/articles/article-470 //www.professorbeej.com/2010/03/review-world-of-warcraft-arthas-lich-king-christiegolden.html This is a blank article about the book. You can help the project by supplementing it. Source: 2Artas: The Ascent of the Lichangell King. World of Warcraft: Arthas: Rise of the Lich King Genre Fantasy Author Christy Golden Language Original English Publish Date April 21, 2009 Pocket Books Publishing. Artas: The Rise of the Lich King is a
fantasy novel by Christie Golden, a fantasy writer. She has also previously written the novels Warcraft: The Lord of the Clan and World of Warcraft: Beyond the Dark Portal. The novels take place in the Universe of Warcraft created by Blizzard Entertainment. The plot of the book tells the story of Arthas Menetil - the son and heir of Terenas Menethil, King
Lordaeron. About a man with whom fate has treated very cruelly. For the sake of saving his people, he voluntarily gave his soul into the hands of darkness and into a monster. Part of the story tells the story of the prince's childhood and youth. About how he was ordained in the Order of the Silver Hand, and about his connection with the sorceress Jaina
Proudmoore. The rest is an interpretation of the events of WarCraft III: Reign of Chaos and WarCraft III: The Frozen Throne. Interesting facts can be noted the fact that there are some differences in the plots of the book and the game itself. For example, in the game (as in Warcraft III, and in World of Warcraft), Arthas does not approach the lying and
wounded Muradin, and without a drop of doubt and remorse leaves, leaving him to die. In the book, On the contrary, Arthas approached Muradin, wanted to help him and even heal him, but when he saw the Ice Sorrow, Arthas took the sword and left. Links This is a blank article about the book. You can help the project by supplementing it. Source: warcraft
arthas book. world of warcraft arthas book
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